AaltoCloud - Project workspace

This site provides selected information about public cloud services and, for comparison, official IT-services available for members of the Aalto university.

Evaluations of cloud services that are known to be in use or that are otherwise relevant have been included. These services often answer some specific needs, but their safe applicability varies. Therefore, their evaluations and classifications are based on Aalto University cloud service instructions.

You may suggest new services through the Feedback and Suggestions page.

You may also find general tips for safer use of cloud services.

Search for a service

(1) processing of personal data, (2) processing of secret material, (3) processing of bank details, (4) administration requirements, (5) requirements for 24/7 usability, (6) licences, (7) costs, (8) a large number of users, (9) several units always contact the account managers.

Content by label

There is no content with the specified labels.

If the service use involves:

IT List of services

A list of all IT services provided by Aalto University (Currently only in Finnish)